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Possibilities and limitations of iterative lineshape fitting proce-
dures of MAS NMR spectra of isolated homonuclear spin pairs,
aiming at determination of magnitudes and orientations of the
various interaction tensors, are explored. Requirements regarding
experimental MAS NMR spectra as well as simulation and fitting
procedures are discussed. Our examples chosen are the isolated
31P spin pairs in solid Na4P2O7 z 10H2O, (1), and Cd(NO3)2 z
2PPh3, (2). In both cases the two 31P chemical shielding tensors in
the molecular unit are related by C2 symmetry, and determination
of the orientations of these two tensors in the molecular frame is
possible. In addition, aspects of homonuclear J coupling will be
addressed. For 1, both magnitude and sign of 2Jiso(31P, 31P) (Jiso 5
219.5 6 2.5 Hz) are obtained; for 2, (Jiso 5 1139 6 3 Hz)
anisotropy of J with an orientation of the J-coupling tensor col-
linear, or nearly collinear, with the dipolar coupling tensor can be
excluded, while absence or presence of anisotropy of J with any
other relative orientation of the J-coupling tensor cannot be
determined. © 1998 Academic Press

Key Words: solid-state NMR; magic-angle spinning; homo-
nuclear spin pairs; spectral lineshape simulations; J coupling.

INTRODUCTION

The Hamiltonian appropriate to describe an isolated, dipolar
coupled homonuclear spin pair under MAS NMR conditions
does not commute with itself at different times (it is homoge-
neous in the sense of Maricq and Waugh (1)). The theory
describing the evolution of the density matrix for such isolated
pairs of spin-1

2
nuclei has been fully described in the literature

(2–6). Provided that numerically exact methods are employed
for spectral lineshape simulations, combined with careful iter-
ative fitting procedures, simple MAS NMR spectra of isolated
homonuclear spin pairs offer an opportunity to simultaneously
determine magnitudes and orientations of all interaction ten-
sors present (chemical shielding, dipolar andJ coupling) with-
out having to carry out NMR experiments on oriented single
crystals. Depending on the information wanted, the MAS NMR
properties of isolated homonuclear spin pairs in polycrystalline
powder samples may thus be exploited to determine the rela-
tive orientations of chemical shielding tensors, to derive inter-

nuclear distances, or to investigate aspects of isotropic and
anisotropic properties of homonuclearJ coupling.

In general, we will encounter two different categories of iso-
lated homonuclear spin pairs. For spin pairs characterized by a
large chemical shielding difference of the two spins (AX spin
pairs), only MAS NMR spectra obtained at specific MAS fre-
quencies, precisely matching a small integer multiple of the dif-
ference in isotropic chemical shielding of the two nuclei, have
properties suitable for deriving orientational or distance informa-
tion. This condition is known as rotational resonance (6–10) and
has been used mainly for the determination of internuclear dis-
tances in13C spin systems (11, 12). With regard to homonuclear
J coupling, away from any rotational resonance conditions, AX
spin pairs allow determination ofuJisou, where appropriate, either
directly by inspection of the MAS NMR spectra or indirectly by
applying pulse techniques designed for homonuclearJ transfer
under MAS conditions (10, 13). The MAS NMR properties of
isolated homonuclear spin pairs with a small (AB spin pairs) or no
(AA9 spin pairs) difference in the isotropic chemical shielding of
the two nuclei are such that usually under a wide range of
experimental conditions (MAS frequencies and external magnetic
field strengths) spectral lineshapes, depending on magnitudes and
orientations of all interaction parameters, will be observed (14–
17). AA9 spin pairs, for which the two chemical shielding tensors
are related by a symmetry operation other than inversion symme-
try, represent a special case of rotational resonance (n 5 0 rota-
tional resonance). Numerically exact spectral lineshape simula-
tions are necessary to determine the NMR parameters of AB and
AA9 spin pairs from MAS NMR spectra, with the beneficial side
effect that the absolute sign of the homonuclearJ coupling con-
stant may also be obtained in this way.

Here we will explore the practical possibilities and limita-
tions of obtaining reliable and precise parameters from iterative
fitting of spectral lineshapes of MAS NMR spectra of AA9 (and
AB) spin pairs. We will consider quality requirements for the
experimental NMR spectra as well as for the simulation and
fitting procedures used. The practical examples chosen are the
isolated homonuclear31P spin pairs in two crystalline solids of
known single-crystal X-ray structure: Na4P2O7 z 10H2O (1) and
Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3 (2). Both compounds already have a history
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as model cases for isolated homonuclear31P spin pairs
(14, 15, 18, 19); here we will in particular address aspects of
31P chemical shielding tensor orientations and of homonuclear
J coupling2J(31P, 31P). The P2O7 unit in 1 represents a case
for which a J-coupling constant of small magnitude is to be
expected, while for the31P spin pair in2 the magnitudes ofJ
and dipolar coupling constants are similar and raise the issue of
possible anisotropy ofJ.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Numerical Simulations and Iterative Fitting

The evolution of the density matrix for isolated homonuclear
spin-1

2
pairs under MAS conditions, such as the31P spin pairs

in 1 and 2, has been investigated in detail in the literature
(2–6). Only a short summary of the basic equations and results
will be given here. The Hamiltonian of such a spin pairS1–S2

may be written as

H~t! 5 v1~t!S1z 1 v2~t!S2z 1 vD~t!

3 ~2S1zS2z 2
1
2
~S11S22 1 S12S21!! 1 vJS1S2

1 vJaniso~t!~2S1zS2z 2
1
2
~S11S22 1 S12S21!! , [1]

with v i (i 5 1, 2) referring to chemical shielding (cs),vD to
dipolar coupling,vJ to isotropic coupling, andvJaniso

to aniso-

tropic indirect coupling. The time dependence of each of the
interactions may be expressed in terms of a Fourier series

vl~t! 5 O
m522

2

vl
mexp~imv r t!, [2]

wherevr is the spinning frequency in angular units and the
coefficients take the form

vl
~m! 5 v iso

l dm0 1 dlHD0,2m
2 ~VPR

l ! 2
hl

Î6
@D22,2m

2 ~VPR
l !

1 D2,2m
2 ~VPR

l !] Jd2m,0
2 ~bRL!; [3]

d2m,0
2 is a reduced Wigner element, andDp,q

2 (VPR
l ) is an

element of the Wigner rotation matrix describing transforma-
tion from the principal axes system P of the interaction tensor
through a crystal frame C to the rotor frame R. As a matter of
convenience, the principal axes frame of the dipolar coupling
interaction may be taken as coincident with the crystal frame,
VPC

D 5 (0, 0, 0). The definitions of the Euler angles describing
the relative orientations of the chemical shielding and the
dipolar coupling tensors, as well as the mutual symmetry
relations of the Euler angles for two chemical shielding tensors
related byC2 symmetry, are illustrated in Scheme 1. ForC2 as
the applicable symmetry operation the relationships of the
Euler angles for the two chemical shielding tensors are

a2
CS 5 a1

CS, b2
CS 5 b1

CS 1 p, g2
CS 5 2g1

CS 1 p. [4]

TABLE 1
31P NMR Parameters for Na4P2O7 z 10H2O, 1, and Cd(NO3)2 z

2PPh3, 2, Determined by Iterative Fitting of 31P MAS NMR
Spectraa

1 2

siso (ppm): 12.3 24.0
dCS (ppm): 2796 1 2256 1
hCS: 0.356 0.1 0.756 0.1
a1

CS(°): 21176 4 206 20
2636 4 1606 20

b1
CS(°): 2236 2 396 5

g1
CS(°): 0 6 6 25 6 10

b12/2p (Hz)b 2791 2242
Jiso (Hz) 219.56 2.5 11396 3

a Symmetry-related anglesa2
CS, b2

CS, g2
CS for the second31P chemical

shielding tensor in1 and2 as defined in Eq. [4] and Scheme 1.
b Values calculated from the internuclear P–P distance, determined by

single-crystal X-ray diffraction:r12 5 292 pm for1 (27) andr12 5 433 pm
for 2.

SCHEME 1. (a) Definition of Euler angles,a, b, g relating, e.g., the
chemical shielding to the dipolar coupling principal axis system; boldface
arrows refer to the respective axis of rotation; see text for the definition ofx,
y, z.(b) Two chemical shielding tensors related byC2 symmetry; boldface and
thin arrows denote directions above and below the paper plane, respectively;
see Eq. [4] for the corresponding relationships between the Euler angles for the
two chemical shielding tensors.
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Note that for the particular case ofC2 symmetry relating the
two chemical shielding tensors in the molecule no ambiguity
regarding the orientation of the two chemical shielding tensors
in the molecular frame exists (apart from the principal degen-
eracy that, in the absence of a third interacting spin,C2 sym-
metry leaves the 17 2 assignment undetermined; see below):
with the symmetry axis perpendicular to the dipolar axis di-
rectionandfixed in the molecular frame (in our case coplanar

with the P–E–P plane and bisecting the P–E–P bond angle), no
free rotation of the two chemical shielding tensors around the
dipolar axis direction is possible. The differenceg1

CS 2 g2
CS 5

2g1
CS 2 p depends on the magnitude ofg1

CS, and correspond-
ingly, the spectral lineshapes will depend on all Euler angles,
ai

CS, bi
CS, gi

CS, and thus allow unambiguous determination of
the chemical shielding tensor orientations in the molecular
frame (20). The situation is different for cases where a mirror

FIG. 1. Experimental and calculated31P MAS NMR spectra of Na4P2O7 z 10H2O, 1, corresponding to best-fit parameters given in Table 1. (a), (b)
Experimental (a) and calculated (b)31P MAS NMR spectra of1, with v0/2p 5 281.0 MHz andvr /2p 5 2656 Hz. (c), (d) Experimental (c) and calculated (d)
31P MAS NMR spectra of1, with v0/2p 5 2121.5 MHz andvr /2p 5 2503 Hz. Insets give an expanded view of individual spinning sidebands of experimental
and calculated spectra.
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plane, perpendicular to the dipolar axis direction, relates the
two chemical shielding tensors. Then rotation of the two chem-
ical shielding tensors around the dipolar axis direction is per-
mitted, and the anglegi

CS cannot be determined from iterative
lineshape fitting of MAS NMR spectra.

The isotropic partAiso
l , the anisotropydl, and the asymmetry

parameterhl are related to the principal elements of the
interaction tensorAl according toAiso

l 5 ( Axx
l 1 Ayy

l 1
Azz

l )/3, dl 5 Azz
l 2 Aiso

l , andhl 5 ( Ayy
l 2 Axx

l )/dl with uAzz
l

2 Aiso
l u $ uAxx

l 2 Aiso
l u $ uAyy

l 2 Aiso
l u. We haveAiso

J 5 pJiso,
Aiso

D 5 hD 5 0, anddD 5 b12 5 2m0g1g2\/(4pr12
3 ), where

b12 denotes the dipolar coupling constant,g i (i 5 1, 2), refers
to the gyromagnetic ratio of spins 1, 2, andr12 is the internu-
clear distance.

The powder spectrumS(v) based on the Hamiltonian in Eq.
[1] is the Fourier transform of

s~t! 5 O
VCR

Tr $~S1
1 1 S2

1!U~t, 0!~S1x 1 S2x!U
†~t, 0!%. [5]

Powder averaging is indicated by the summation, and the
propagatorU is related to the Hamiltonian by

U~t, 0! 5 T̂ exp$2i E
0

t

H~t9!dt9% , [6]

whereT̂ is the Dyson time-ordering operator.
The most straightforward way to numerically calculateS(v)

would be the so-called direct method, that is, to calculates(t)
directly by dividing the time evolution into small stepsti,
during which H(ti) may be considered as piecewise time
independent. While this method provides an intuitive way to
calculateS(v), it is quite inefficient when high spectral reso-
lution combined with a large-frequency bandwidth is required.
In this case the calculation would have to be performed over a
large number of steps (2). Hence, with a view to iterative fitting
procedures for the determination of unknown parameters, the
direct method will rarely be a good choice since fast simulation
of S(v) is a prerequisite for efficient fitting procedures. A
faster method for calculation of the MAS NMR spectrum of a
two-spin system is provided by the COMPUTE method (21),
which employs a time-domain integration of the spin propaga-
tor over a single rotation period, while storing the intermediate
results of this calculation. These are used in a succeeding

FIG. 2. Error plane, calculated for pair of fit parameters, Euler anglesb1
CS, g1

CS; calculation based on the experimental31P MAS NMR spectrum of1 as shown
in Fig. 1a withv0/2p 5 281.0 MHz andvr /2p 5 2656 Hz. The errore2 is defined ase2 5 1/N ¥ i51

N (Sexp(v i) 2 Scalc(v i))
2, where max(Sexp(v i)) 5 1.
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Fourier transformation step to calculate the amplitudes and
associated frequencies of the spectral lines. Due to this restric-
tion to a single rotation period, calculation of the resulting
spectrum is fast but nevertheless with an effectively infinite
frequency resolution.

The situation for the computation of the powder average is
in some sense similar. Again, one could just imitate the phys-
ical behavior of the system by calculating a random distribu-
tion of crystallites. There are about 108 different crystallite
orientations present in a typical sample (22), and, accordingly,
the random distribution method is bound to be either a poor
approximation or a highly inefficient one, depending on the
number of different crystallite orientations one would calcu-
late. Hence, the goal of numerous powder averaging methods
(23) is to obtain a physically meaningful powder average while
only having to consider a minimum number of different crys-
tallite orientations, of the order 102 to 103. REPULSION (24)
follows a numerical strategy by minimizing a potential func-
tion, in which way a very uniform distribution of orientational
angles is achieved for relatively small numbers of crystallite
orientations.

Another important question is the choice of optimization
method, as this affects not only the speed but also the reliability
of the fitting procedure. A large variety of algorithms, differing
largely with respect to stability and speed, exists for the general
problem of finding the global minimum of a functiony( x1,
x2, . . . , xn) of n variablesxi (i 5 1, . . . , n). There is no
generally best method; the performance of all of them depends
on the specific problem for minimization. Widely used are, for
instance, the SIMPLEX algorithm or methods from the family
of quasi-Newton methods (25). A convenient way to apply
several of these methods for iterative fitting of NMR spectra is
the MINUIT optimization package (26). It combines the pos-
sibility of executing different kinds of parameter analysis
(scans, contours, calculation of correlations) with providing
several different minimization methods. In accordance with the
statements of the developers of MINUIT we find best perfor-
mance with the Migrad method, a variation of the Davidon–
Fletcher–Powell algorithm (25).

The general strategy chosen was to first fit multiple experi-
mental NMR spectra, obtained at different external magnetic
field strengths and MAS frequencies, assuming perfect exper-

FIG. 3. Error scans for individual fit parameters of31P MAS NMR spectra of1. (a) Contour plot of minimum region of theb1
CS, g1

CS-error plane shown in
Fig. 2; contour levels are drawn at 0.19 as the minimum and at integer multiples thereof. (b) Scan for anglea1

CS, (c) scan forJiso; (a), (b), and (c) are based on
the experimental spectrum shown in Fig. 1a (v0/2p 5 281.0 MHz andvr /2p 5 2656 Hz). (d) Scan forJiso, based on an experimental spectrum withv0/2p
5 2121.5 MHz andvr /2p 5 3493 Hz. Definition ofe2 as given for Fig. 2.
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imental parameters, and to check afterward whether imperfec-
tions of the experimental data—within their respective limits of
inaccuracy—would have altered the results of the fits. This
strategy is best if experimental errors can be expected to be
small. A good indication for this regime will usually be that
this “perfect experiment approximation” yields good fits with
identical parameters for experimental spectra obtained under
different experimental conditions.

31P MAS NMR Spectra of Na4P2O7 z 10H2O, 1

The single-crystal X-ray structure of1 (27) provides infor-
mation on the internuclear P–P distance and the P–O–P bond
angle in the P2O7 unit. The symmetry operation relating the
two 31P chemical shielding tensors in the P2O7 unit is known
to be aC2 axis, bisecting the P–O–P bond angle. Using the
distance and symmetry information from single-crystal X-ray
diffraction as known and fixed parameters for iterative fitting
of various31P MAS NMR spectra of1, we find good agree-
ment of all parameters from all fits (see Table 1 for best-fit
parameters), in accordance with the “perfect experiment ap-
proximation.” A comparison of two different experimental31P
MAS NMR spectra of1 with the corresponding calculated
(best-fit parameters) NMR spectra is shown in Fig. 1. Even the
interaction with by far the smallest magnitude (Jiso) is defined
within a narrow range,Jiso 5 219.56 2.5 Hz.

Beyond this statement of obtaining good final agreement
between experimental and calculated spectra, a careful explo-
ration of possible pitfalls and limitations seems in order. The
first point to address is the sensitivity of the fits with regard to
the various individual parameters, especially for parameters of
small magnitude and for strongly correlated parameters. There
are several options: we may scan through the individual pa-
rameters while keeping the remaining fit parameters fixed, we
may perform additional fits where the parameter under inspec-
tion is forced to lie outside the minimum range previously
found in unrestricted fits, and we may calculate error planes for
pairwise combinations of strongly correlated parameters. For
the spin pairs considered here, the Euler anglesb i

CS and g i
CS

represent a pair of strongly correlated parameters, both with
high impact on the spectral lineshapes. In fact, calculations of
error planes for pairs of fit parameters turn out an important
ingredient in the overall fit procedure. From calculatingb1

CS,
g1

CS-error planes for various31P MAS NMR spectra of1 (see
Figs. 2 and 3a), we find that both anglesb1

CS 5 223 6 2° and
g1

CS5 0 6 6° are well defined, with high sensitivity. For1, b1
CS

describes the angle between theleastshielded tensor compo-
nent and the unique axis of the dipolar coupling tensor. The
lesser sensitivity fora1

CS5 21176 4° (see Fig. 3b) arises also
as a consequence of the asymmetry parameterhCS 5 0.35 6
0.1, not deviating much from axial symmetry for the31P
chemical shielding tensors in1. By arbitrarily choosing one of
the two possible 17 2 assignments, the set of anglesa1

CS, b1
CS,

g1
CS determined for1 describes the following orientations of

the31P chemical shielding tensors in the P2O7 unit. g1
CS 5 0 6

6° renders the least shielded tensor component coplanar with
the molecular P–Ocentral–P plane, andb1

CS 5 223 6 2° then
corresponds to the least shielded tensor component collinear
with the molecular P–Ocentral bond direction, while the most
shielded tensor component is oriented perpendicular to the
molecular P–Ocentral–P plane. These results from iterative fit-
ting of 31P MAS NMR spectra of1 are supported by the
findings of an earlier single-crystal NMR study ona-Ca2P2O7

(28). Also shown in Fig. 3 (see Figs. 3c and 3d) are scans of
Jiso for fits of two different experimental31P MAS NMR
spectra of1. While, in accordance with the small magnitude of
this parameter, the sensitivity of the fits toJiso is much reduced
in comparison with, e.g., the angleb1

CS, the scans ofJiso still
display defined minima in good mutual agreement. Note that
the scans imply a negative sign forJiso and that, in this
particular case, the sensitivity is not inferior to the sensitivity
for a1

CS. Given that the smallest of all contributions to the
calculated spectral lineshapes is the effect ofJiso, we have to

FIG. 4. Effect of sign ofJiso, illustrated for the second-order (22) spin-
ning sideband in the31P MAS NMR spectrum of1 as shown in Fig. 1a with
v0/2p 5 281.0 MHz andvr /2p 5 2656 Hz. (a) Experimental and calculated
lineshape, corresponding to best-fit parameters (Jiso 5 219.56 2.5 Hz) where
Jiso was a free fit parameter, plotted on top of each other; b): experimental and
calculated lineshape, corresponding to best-fit parameters whereJiso was fixed
to Jiso 5 119.5 Hz, plotted on top of each other. All fits withJiso merely
restricted toJiso . 0 converged towardJiso 5 0.
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further investigate the possibility that only a local, false min-
imum for Jiso may have been found. Additional fits withJiso

fixed to zero, or withJiso restricted toJiso . 0, help to exclude
this possibility and to further confirm both sign and magnitude
of Jiso. The final errors of such restricted fits are found to be
inferior to the minimized errors obtained from fits whereJiso is
unrestricted with respect to magnitude and sign; in particular,
the fine structure of individual spinning sidebands is not suf-

ficiently well reproduced by these restricted fits, as is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.

Up to this point, we are still implicitly operating within the
assumption of sufficiently “perfect” experimental NMR data.
Hence, our next stepa posteriorihas to justify this assumption
by discussing the influence experimental imperfections would
have had on the final fit results. As a matter of completeness we
should mention the prerequisites of stable MAS frequencies

FIG. 5. Experimental31P MAS NMR spectra of1,with v0/2p 5 281.0 MHz andvr /2p 5 1807 Hz. (a), (b)31P MAS NMR spectra of a very finely ground sample
of 1, obtained with single-pulse31P excitation (a) and with cross polarization (b). (c)31P CP MAS NMR spectrum of a slightly less finely ground sample of1.
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within 62 Hz and of an optimized B0 homogeneity. Shimming
the probe such that13C MAS NMR spectra of a full rotor with
adamantane yield undistorted13C resonance lineshapes with a
width at half height not exceeding 3 Hz (e.g., atB0 5 7 T) is
necessary: slightly less optimizedB0 homogeneity already
leads to a loss of fine structure in the various spinning side-
bands of31P MAS NMR spectra of1. Another practical matter
of optimization concerns the adjustment of the magic angle.
We find that the very sharp31P MAS NMR resonances of
isolated magnetically equivalent31P spin pairs, such as, for
instance, in tetraethyldiphosphine disulfide (29), allow very
accurate setting of the magic angle. Another possible, and not
entirely unlikely, source of distortion of the spectral lineshapes
in experimental31P MAS NMR spectra might be the use of
cross polarization (CP). Possible spectral lineshape distortions
caused by CP can be excluded for1: within experimental error
31P MAS NMR spectra, obtained by conventional Hartmann–
Hahn cross polarization and by direct single-pulse31P excita-
tion, display identical spectral lineshapes (see Figs. 5a and 5b).
All our 31P MAS NMR spectra have been obtained from a very
finely ground sample of1.Trivial as it may seem at first glance,
this aspect of sample quality is of practical importance with
respect to reliable lineshape fitting procedures. An “imperfect
powder average” in the rotor, caused by the presence of only a
few, slightly coarser grains in the sample, is sufficient to yield
misleading spectral lineshapes (see Fig. 5c). That it may only
take a minor powder imperfection of the sample for such
distortion effects to occur is illustrated by the following ge-
dankenexperiment. Suppose we have a rotor, containing a
perfect powder sample with 108 crystallite orientations, to
which we add one crystallite in one particular orientation. The
size of this crystallite amounting to 1% of the sample misad-
justs the weighting factor for this particular orientation to 1022

instead of 1028. In short, if we wish to be able to significantly
determineJ parameters of small magnitudes from MAS NMR
spectra, we have to avoid as much as possible all contributions
from experimental imperfections which would generate losses
of sensitivity or precision in the iterative fitting procedures.

Finally, we need to compare our results on1 to previously
obtained31P NMR parameters for this compound. Magnitudes
and orientations of the31P chemical shielding tensors of1, now
determined by numerically exact spectral lineshape simula-
tions, agree within error limits with these parameters for1
obtained earlier from various other approaches (14, 15, 18, 30).
However, previously neither magnitude nor sign ofJiso could
be determined for1 (14, 15, 18). Our finding of Jiso 5
219.5 6 2.5 Hz for 1 agrees well with the results of31P
TOBSY experiments (13) on the P2O7 units in solid Cd2P2O7

(31P AB spin pair, uJisou 5 23 6 4 Hz (15)) and in the
pseudo-cubic phase of SiP2O7 (31P AB and AX spin pairs,uJisou
ranging from 17 to 23 Hz (31)).

31P MAS NMR Spectra of Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3, 2

From a chemical point of view,1 and2 have very little in
common. Viewed from the properties of their respective31P
spin systems,1 and2 are more closely related: the two P atoms
are separated by two chemical bonds in a nonlinear P–E–P
arrangement; the two31P chemical shielding tensors are related
by symmetry (C2 axis, see below) and represent the interaction
with the largest magnitude within the spin pair. Distinct dif-
ferences between1 and2 concerndCS (1) . dCS (2), hCS (1)
, hCS (2), and uJisou (1) , uJisou (2). An earlier report of31P
MAS NMR spectra of Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3, 2 (19) gave an
estimate foruJisou 5 131 6 7 Hz and predicted the two31P
chemical shielding tensors in the molecule to be related by aC2

symmetry axis, with thes22 components of the chemical
shielding tensors supposedly oriented near the Cd–P bond
directions. The magnitude ofJiso and the geometry of the
P–Cd–P fragment in2 are such that this31P spin pair appears
a suitable object for a more detailed search of possible contri-
butions from anisotropy ofJ by means of iterative fitting of31P
MAS NMR spectra of2.

In order to be able to operate on safe grounds concerning the
molecular symmetry and internuclear distances, it is desirable,
if not necessary, to know the single-crystal X-ray structure of
2. Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3 crystallizes in space groupC2/c; the two
P sites in the molecule are crystallographically equivalent and
related by a twofold axis of symmetry, with an internuclear
P–P distance of 433 pm (corresponding tob12/ 2p 5 2242.4
Hz) and a P–Cd–P bond angle of 113.3°. Figure 6 shows a plot
of the molecular structure of2.

The following discussion of the31P MAS NMR spectra of2
only takes into account the spectral contributions from those

FIG. 6. Molecular structure of Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3, 2, as determined by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Selected bond lengths (pm) and bond angles
(°): Cd–P 259.2(1), Cd–O(1) 243.7(3), Cd–O(2) 237.5(2), N–O(1) 123.9(3),
N–O(2) 126.2(4), N–O(3) 120.7(4); P–Cd–P9 113.3(1), O(1)–N–O(3)
122.3(3), O(1)–N–O(2) 115.8(3), O(2)–N–O(3) 121.9(3).
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(majority) isotopomers of2 representing an isolated31P spin
pair; the properties of (minority) three-spin system isotopomers
113Cd(31P)2,

111Cd(31P)2 in fragments CdP2 such as in2 are
described elsewhere (32). The best-fit31P NMR parameters for
2 are given in Table 1. In Fig. 7 the corresponding simulations
are compared to two experimental31P MAS NMR spectra of2.

The value ofdCS for the31P chemical shielding tensors in2
is smaller by approximately a factor of three than in1. Even in
the 31P MAS NMR spectrum of2 obtained at an external
magnetic field strengthB0 5 11.8 T and at thelowest possible
MAS frequency for which no overlap problems occur, the
amplitude of the zeroth-order spinning sideband is nearly five

FIG. 7. Experimental and calculated31P MAS NMR spectra of Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3, 2, corresponding to best-fit parameters given in Table 1. (a), (b)
Experimental (a) and calculated (b)31P MAS NMR spectra of2, with v0/2p 5 281.0 MHz andvr/2p 5 2767 Hz. (c), (d) Experimental (c) and calculated (d)
31P MAS NMR spectra of2, with v0/2p 5 2202.5 MHz andvr/2p 5 2851 Hz. Insets give an expanded view of individual spinning sidebands of experimental
and calculated spectra. In the experimental spectra (a), (c), * indicate satellites due to minority111Cd(31P)2 and113Cd(31P)2 isotopomers; the intense zeroth-order
spinning sideband is shown truncated in all spectra.
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times larger than the amplitudes of the first-order spinning
sidebands. Obviously, we have to operate in a less than opti-
mum experimental regime and need to specify the accuracy of
the31P chemical shielding tensor parameters for2. Despite the
necessarily nonideal experimental conditions, the Euler angles
b1

CS andg1
CS again represent sensitive and strongly correlated

fit parameters (see Figs. 8 and 9a), and bothdCS 5 225.0 6
1.0 ppm andhCS 5 0.75 6 0.1 are well defined, with good
sensitivity, as is shown in Figs. 9b and 9c. We find one fairly
narrow minimum region forb1

CS 5 39 6 5° andg1
CS 5 25 6

10°. The scan fora1
CS shows a broad minimum region fora1

CS

5 20 6 20°, with the steep ascent of the error curve safely
excluding all anglesa1

CS . 40° (see Fig. 9d). For2, b1
CS 5

39 6 5° describes the orientation of theleastshielded tensor
component to the direction of the unique component of the
dipolar coupling tensor. If we wish to relate this information to
the molecular frame of2, we are again faced with the principal
17 2 assignment uncertainty. One of the two possible options
would correspond to an orientation of the least shielded31P
tensor component nearly coincident (within 6°) with the mo-
lecular Cd–P bond direction and with the intermediate shield-
ing tensor component nearly perpendicular to the P–Cd–P
plane. The second possible option again renders the most and
the least shielded tensor components nearly coplanar with the

P–Cd–P plane, with an angle of 24° between the Cd–P bond
direction and the most shielded tensor component. The set of
values fora1

CS, b1
CS, g1

CS determined for2 thus only excludes
the intermediate shielding tensor components from being ori-
ented close to the Cd–P bond directions. A resolution of these
orientational uncertainties for the31P chemical shielding tensor
components in the molecular frame would require to include
information derived from taking a third interacting spin into
account (32). In the absence of such information, we can only
qualitatively argue that, in analogy to the results of a31P
single-crystal NMR study on a closely related mercury com-
plex, Hg(NO3)2 z 2PPh3 (33), an orientation of the most
shielded tensor component near the Cd–P bond direction also
in 2 may appear the more likely circumstance.

Other than for1, we find for2 that, owing to its magnitude,
Jiso can be regarded immediately as a well-defined parameter
( Jiso 5 11396 3 Hz). The scan forJiso (see Fig. 10a) shows
a clearly smaller error forJiso . 0 than for Jiso , 0. The
question arises of whether we may neglect possible contribu-
tions from anisotropy ofJ for 2. Only if the tensor describing
the anisotropy ofJ is collinear with the dipolar coupling tensor
and if its asymmetry parameterhJ 5 0 may an effective
dipolar coupling constantubeffu 5 b12 6 1

2
dJ be defined

(18, 34) from which dJ may be directly obtained. If this

FIG. 8. Error plane, calculated for pair of fit parameters, Euler anglesb1
CS, g1

CS; calculation based on an experimental31P MAS NMR spectrum of2 with
v0/2p 5 2121.5 MHz andvr/2p 5 1413 Hz. The errore2 is defined as for Fig. 2.
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condition does not hold, obviously a full calculation (Eq. [1])
including angles,hJ, anddJ is necessary. However, also in this
case for non-negligibleJaniso we may still find a (somewhat
loosely defined) pseudo-beff from iterative fits whereJaniso is
not explicitly included, but where the dipolar coupling constant
is a free fit parameter. We then may take a significant deviation
of pseudo-beff from b12, as calculated from the known inter-
nuclear distance, as an indication for the presence ofJaniso.
With possibly non-negligibleJaniso in mind, we inspect more
closely the corresponding fit parameters. Figure 10b shows the
scan forb12, resulting from a fit whereb12 served as a free fit
parameter but whereJaniso was not explicitly included. The
minimum range found forb12/ 2p 5 2240 6 20 Hz (corre-
sponding to an internuclear P–P distance of 4356 12 pm) is
centered precisely at the value forb12/ 2p 5 2242.4 Hz,
calculated from the internuclear P–P distance in2 as deter-
mined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (r12 5 433 pm).
Furthermore, despite now having used an additional fit param-
eter, neither do the final errors of this fit improve significantly
(,8%) in comparison to fits whereb12 was a fixed parameter,
nor do we find a significant change of any of the other param-

eters. We might stop at this point, concluding thatJanisoplays
no significant role for the31P spin pair in2. However, given
that the symmetry of the P–Cd–P fragment in2 excludes the
assumption of a well-definedbeff, this conclusion leaves an
unsatisfying aftertaste. The results of fits withb12/ 2p 5
2242.4 Hz as afixed parameter, but takingJaniso fully into
account according to the complete Hamiltonian in Eq. [1], are
shown in Figs. 10c and 10d. Introduction of this additional
term as free fit parameters does not lead to further improve-
ment of errorse2. The sensitivity of these fits todJ, however,
strongly depends on the orientation of theJ-coupling tensor to
the dipolar principal axes system. If the orientation of the
J-coupling tensor is arbitrarily chosen collinear with the unique
axis of the dipolar-coupling tensor, then a scan throughdJ

essentially mirrors a scan throughb12, even forhJ Þ 0 with
a well-defined minimum atdJ 5 0 6 50 Hz (see Fig. 10c).
The situation is different for orientations of theJ-coupling
tensor not collinear with the dipolar-coupling tensor: scans
throughdJ then show a very low sensitivity for this parameter
(see Fig. 10d), precluding the determination of its magnitude.
We may conclude for2 that we can exclude a large anisotropy

FIG. 9. Error scans for individual fit parameters of31P MAS NMR spectra of2, based on the experimental31P MAS NMR spectrum withv0/2p 5 2202.5
MHz andvr/2p 5 2851 Hz as shown in Fig. 7c. (a) Contour plot of the minimum region of theb1

CS, g1
CS-error plane shown in Fig. 8. Contour levels are drawn

at 1.56 as the minimum and at integer multiples thereof; and error scans for (b)dCS, (c) hCS, (d) anglea1
CS. e2 is defined as for Fig. 2.
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of the J-coupling tensor collinear with the dipolar-coupling
tensor. Accordingly, we would have determined the correct
internuclear P–P distance for2 also in the absence of knowl-
edge of the single-crystal X-ray structure. We cannot exclude
anisotropy ofJ coupling for2 in a more general sense: there
still might be considerable anisotropy with an orientation of the
J-coupling tensor such that this parameter becomes “invisible”
from our experimental31P MAS NMR data (35).

EXPERIMENTAL

Compounds

Compound1, Na4P2O7 z 10H2O, is commercially available
(Aldrich Chemicals) and has been used without further purifi-
cation. Compound2, Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3, is obtained from the
reaction of one equivalent of Cd(NO3)2 z 4H2O with two
equivalents of PPh3 in refluxing EtOH under inert gas atmo-
sphere. The crude product2 precipitates upon fast cooling of
the EtOH solution. After drying, the crude product is redis-

solved in the minimum amount of hot EtOH; large single
crystals of pure2 grow from the slowly cooled solution. From
this yield of single crystals of2, several crystals suitable for
X-ray diffraction have been selected; the remainder of the
material has been used, after grinding it, for31P MAS NMR
experiments.

Single-Crystal X-Ray Diffraction

A colorless crystal, suitable for X-ray structure determination,
was irregularly shaped and of dimension 0.353 0.183 0.15 mm.
C36H30N2O6P2Cd (2) crystallizes in the monoclinic space group
C2/c (Nr.15) with the lattice parametersa 5 13.748(2),b 5
13.837(2),c 5 18.021(2) Å,b 5 95.47(2)°, andZ 5 4. The unit
cell volume is 3412.6(8) Å3, and the absorption coefficient 0.781
mm21. The intensities of 7937 reflections in the range 3°–55°
(2q) were measured on a Siemens P4 diffractometer with MoKa
radiation (l 5 0.71073 Å) in thev-scan mode. After merging,
3918 unique reflections remained, and 3280 reflections were as-
signed to be observed (F0 $ s(F0)). The intensity data were

FIG. 10. Error scans for individual fit parameters, based on the experimental31P MAS NMR spectrum of2 with v0/2p 5 2202.5 MHz andvr/2p 5 2851
Hz as shown in Fig. 7c;e2 as defined for Fig. 2. Error scans for (a)Jiso (from fit with b12 fixed to the value calculated from the internuclear P–P distance, and
not includingJaniso); (b) b12 (but not includingJaniso); (c), (d) dJ (all other parameters as given in Table 1); the asymmetry parameter of the anisotropy ofJ was
hJ 5 0.5, and theEuler angles describing the orientation of theJ-coupling tensor in the dipolar axes system wereaJ 5 bJ 5 gJ 5 08 (c) andaJ 5 128,
bJ 5 438, gJ 5 08 (d), respectively.
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corrected for absorption on the basis of theC-scans of 10 different
reflections. The min/max transmission factors are 0.4168/0.4460.
After Lorentz and polarization correction, the structure was solved
by applying direct methods (SHELXTL PLUS V.4.2) (36), yield-
ing Cd, P, and some lighter atoms, and by subsequent Fourier
syntheses. The matrix least-squares refinement with 214 parame-
ters converged atR/wR values of 0.032/0.030. The max/min
residual electron density is 0.45/20.44 e Å23. Crystallographic
data (excluding structure factors) for the structure reported in this
paper have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre as supplementary publication no. CCDC - 103049.
Copies of the data can be obtained free of charge on application to
the Director, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK (fax:
int.code(1223)336-033; e-mail: deposit@chemcrys.cam.ac.uk).

NMR Experiments

31P MAS NMR spectra of1 and 2 were obtained using
Hartmann–Hahn CP with CP contact times of 3 ms and recycle
delays of 10 s for1,and 1.5 ms and 40–60 s for2, respectively.
31P MAS NMR spectra of1 and 2 were recorded on Bruker
MSL 100, MSL 200, MSL 300, and DSX 500 NMR spectrom-
eters, corresponding to31P Larmor frequencies of240.5,
281.0,2121.5, and2202.5 MHz, respectively. Standard dou-
ble-bearing probes and ZrO2 rotors (4 and 7 mm diameter)
were used; spinning frequencies were in the range 1.5–7.0 kHz
and were actively controlled to within62 Hz using home-built
equipment.31P chemical shielding is given relative to external
85% H3PO4, siso

31P 5 0 ppm.
Shielding notation (37) is used throughout, and anisotropy

parameters are reported according to Haeberlen’s convention
(38). Care was taken to choose combinations of the experi-
mental parameters external magnetic field strength and MAS
frequency (39) optimized for purposes of iterative lineshape
fitting procedures. Experimental linebroadening was simulated
by folding the spectrum either with an exponential function
only or with an exponential and a Gaussian function. Both
methods yielded identical parameters within error limits, with
a general tendency that additional Gaussian linebroadening
improves the visual agreement between experimental and cal-
culated spectral lineshapes. All simulation and fitting programs
utilized the GAMMA programming package (40). COMPUTE
(21) was used for calculating all MAS NMR spectra, withn 5
6–20 andn9 5 2–8 (n, n9 as defined in (21)). Powder
averaging involved 232 different sets of anglesaCR andbCR,
selected according to REPULSION (24), and 20–40 different
angles gCR. Typical times required for calculation of one
spectrum were 20 to 60 s on Silicon Graphics O2 and Indy
workstations. Note that using a recently introduced improved
COMPUTE approach (41) further reduces the time required for
the calculation of one spectrum to ca. 2 s (32). The Migrad
method from the MINUIT optimization package (26) was used
for minimization ofe2.
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Note added in proof.The results of a recent31P single-crystal NMR study
of Cd(NO3)2 z 2PPh3, 2, agree well with the31P NMR parameters derived from
iterative fitting of31P MAS NMR spectra of2 (42).
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